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Abstract—Curvelet transform has been recently proved to be a 
powerful tool for multi-resolution analysis on images. In this 
paper we propose a new approach for facial expression 
recognition based on features extracted via curvelet transform. 
First  curvelet transform is presented and its advantages in image 
analysis are described. Then the coefficients of curvelet in 
selected scales and angles are used as features for image 
analysis. Consequently the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
and Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) are used to reduce and 
optimize the curvelet features. Finally we use the nearest 
neighbor classifier to recognize the facial expressions based on 
these features. The experimental results on JAFFE and Cohn 
Kanade two benchmark databases show that the proposed 
approach outperforms the PCA and LDA techniques on the 
original image pixel values as well as its counterparts with the 
wavelet features. 

Keywords-Facial expression recognition, PCA,  LDA,  
Curvelet transform, Wavelet.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Facial expression recognition, as one of the important 

topics in pattern recognition and computer vision, has broad 
applications in fields of human-computer interaction, 
psychological behavior analysis, image understanding etc. 
[2][3][20]. In recent years, many researchers have done a lot 
of research on this topic with a variety of methods 
[7][10][20][21], and some promising results have been 
achieved. However, there are still some issues not well 
addressed properly in the exiting literature, such as 
robustness and reliability related to impacts of illumination, 
posture changes, partially occlusions and low resolutions 
[4][5][23]. Therefore, we still need to find better 
features/classifiers that are more robust and with better 
discriminative capability. Up to now, many feature 
extraction approaches have been proposed; including the 
subspace based holistic feature extractions and the local 
appearance feature extractions. In the former category, 
typical ones include the well-known PCA and LDA. The 
latter category includes the Gabor and wavelets approaches 
[7][16][24][25]. 

With the maturity of the wavelet theory in last two 
decades, wavelet transform has attracted much more 
attention in computer vision areas including facial  

a) The correspondence author. 

expression recognition and face recognition [11][12][26]. 
Though many results have been achieved with wavelet 
transform in signal reconstruction, image analysis, facial 
expression recognition, etc, the wavelet transform has 
significant limitations in representing image edges as 
reported recently in [13][27]. This is mainly due to a fact 
that wavelet transform can only reflect the singularity of 
“dot” positions and specialty, but difficult to express 
characteristics for curves and edges. In image processing 
applications, a lot of facial information is included in edges, 
while wavelet transform can only reflect the specialty of 
“across” edges, but not “along” the edges since there is not 
enough  directional information in wavelets [6][14][27]. 
Moreover, the basis of wavelet applied in image processing 
is isotropous, which implies that it is unable to express 
directions of image edges accurately, also it cannot achieve 
sparse representation of images. So, it’s difficult to 
represent the important characteristics of facial contour and 
curve features using the wavelet. In order to overcome these 
limitations of wavelet transform, a new multi-scale analysis 
tool-Curvelet transform, is proposed recently [13]. Curvelet 
transform has good time-frequency localization 
characteristics, and can describe gradually to any details for 
an object and it can characterize the facial local information 
effectively. 

Though there are several basic results on image denoising, 
face recognition and palm print recognition using the 
curvelet features [9][19][17][28]. To best of our knowledge, 
there is still no research on facial expression recognition 
with curvelet transform until now. In this paper we will 
investigate this problem. We first propose a new feature 
extraction method based curvelet coefficients including the 
low frequency, the high frequency and detailed information 
parts, and then we select the curvelet coefficients of low 
frequency part and detailed information parts as possible 
features. Then we use the PCA and LDA to reduce the 
dimensions of these features and finally use the nearest 
neighbor classifier for facial expression recognition. The 
results of the extensive experiments on JAFFE [8] and Cohn 
Kanade [1] two databases show that the proposed method 
can achieve higher recognition rates compared to the 
original PCA and LDA as well as the performances based 
on wavelet coefficients. More importantly, the experimental 
results also illustrate that the detail information part in 
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curvelet transform can represent the image quite well and 
only its corresponding features can achieve the best 
recognition performance in several cases. This is an 
important indication for our future investigation in other 
applications with curvelet transform.  

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we will describe the curvelet transform and its 
related progress. In section 3, we investigate the feature 
selection based on the curvelet transform coefficients and 
the facial expression recognition algorithm. In section 4, we 
will do extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets 
and analyze the results, and the conclusions are given in 
section 5. 

II. CURVELET TRANSFORM 
Candes and Donoho first proposed the curvelet transform 

based on the Ridgelet transform in 1999, i.e., the first 
generation of curvelet transform [14]. There are some 
successful applications for the first generation curvelet 
transform, which in fact uses a pre-processing step 
involving a special partitioning of phase-space followed by 
the ridgelet transform, which is applied to blocks of data 
that are well localized in space and frequency [6][13].  In 
order to make the implementations simpler, faster and less 
redundant, the second generation of curvelet transform is 
proposed in 2006 [13]. It’s an effective analytical method 
for multi-resolution, band pass and directions that are 
considered as three important characteristics the “optimal” 
image representation should have from the perspective of 
biological point of view. Therefore, the curvelet transform 
has better representation capability than wavelet transform 
for image edges. The scale and angle segmentations in 
curvelet transform are shown in Figure 1. The coefficients 
in the wedge (represented in the shaded area in Figure 1) 
represent both angle and scale information as explained in 
[6][13]. Furthermore, the curvelet has the sparse property 
compared to wavelets in the sense that curvelet 
decomposition can approximate the original image better 
with less no-zero coefficients.  

 

 
Figure 1.  The scale and angle segmentation of Curvelet transform 

In fact two different digital implementations are proposed 
for curvelets; one is based on the USFFT (Unequispaced 
Fast Fourier Transform) and the other is based on wrapping 
idea [13]. In this paper, we select the one with USFFT for 
implementation simplicity and the algorithm is described as 
follows [13]. 

Suppose that we have a two dimensional discrete function 

          ),( 21 ttf  with ntt <≤ 21 ,0 . 
 
(1) Apply the 2D discrete Fast Fourier Transform and 

obtain the Fourier samples  

2/,2/],,[ˆ
2121 nnnnnnf ≤≤−  

(2)  For each scale/angle pair ( )lj,  , we resample  

],[ˆ 21 nnf  and obtain the following sampled  
values  

( ) jl pnnfornnnf ∈− 21121 ,]tan,[ˆ θ  

where jp is defined in [13]. 

(3) Multiply the interpolated object f̂  with the parabolic 
window 

jU~  defined in [13] and obtain   

],[~]tan,[ˆ],[ˆ
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(4)  Apply the inverse 2D FFT to each ljf ,
ˆ

，hence 

collecting the discrete coefficients ( )kljCD ,, .
 

 
Though there are some papers on face recognition with 

these curvelet features [17][19][27][28] and they all proved 
that better results can be achieved. Until now, to best of our 
knowledge, there is no results reported in the existing 
literature via using the curvelet features for facial expression 
recognition and we will investigate this problem in this 
paper. 

III. CURVELET FEATURE EXTRACTION AND EXPRESSION 
RECOGNITION 

PCA has been used successfully on wavelet decomposed 
images [15][22]. As addressed in [6][13][27], wavelets are 
only suitable for detecting singular points in an image and 
fail to represent curved discontinuities along edges. On the 
contrary, the curvelet transform can represent the curved 
changes. In image processing, the edges in an image 
represent significant information which can be used for 
representation and recognition [18]. One significant 
advantage of curvelet over wavelet is that curvelet includes 
the detailed information on edges. In this paper, we will 
select some features based on curvelet coefficients and use 
them for facial expression recognition. 
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A. Curvelet decomposition 
After curvelet decomposition on a facial image, we will 

receive the coefficients corresponding to low frequency, 
detail information of different layers characterized by 
different scales and angles, and high frequency. In fact, the 
coefficients of low frequency can greatly reduce and 
represent the essential characteristics of a human face, and 
the detail layer coefficients can describe the important 
information of face from different scales and angles, and the 
coefficients of high frequency reflect the facial contour and 
rough curves. Figure 2 shows images represented by the 
curvelet coefficients of a face from JAFFE dataset. 

 

 
Figure 2.  (a)-(f) are the original image, low frequency, detail 1, detail 2, 

detail 3 and high frequency parts respectively. 

From these figures, we can find that the detail layers 
represent the image sketch quite well, and include much 
richer information than that in the low and high frequency 
parts for wavelets. This observation is further demonstrated 
in our experimental results in section 4.  

In order to analyze the curvelet coefficients, we first 
require a face image’s expression region with resolution nxn 
(n dyadic). Then the images are decomposed using the 
curvelet transform with scale = 3)(log2 −n . The inner layer 
is a coefficient matrix corresponding to the low frequency of 
32x32, and the external layer is coefficient matrix for high 
frequency of nxn, and the middle parts are detailed layers. 
Every detailed layer is divided into four round angles, each 
of which is divided into several small directions. There is a 
coefficient matrix in every sub-angle. Most of the image 
energy is concentrated in the sub-band of low frequency 
after curvelet decomposition, decreasing gradually in the 
rest of layers [6]. In our proposed method, because the 
coefficients matrix of high frequency is large and contains a 
small of energy that goes against the training and 
recognition, we only select respectively the coefficient 
matrix for low frequency and coefficient matrices of the 
detail layers as possible expression features. 

B. Feature extraction 
For the curvelet, because the image used in latter 

experiment is 128x128 pixels, we conduct the curvelet 
decomposition in 4 scales. They are low frequency, first 
detailed layer with 32 directions, second detailed layer with 
32 directions and high frequency respectively. For every 
sub-angle, there is a coefficient matrix of 16x22 or 22x16 at 
first detailed layer and 22x32 or 32x22 at second detailed 
layer. We select low frequency, first detailed layer with 4 
and 8 directions, second detailed layer with 4 and 8 
directions as the curvelet features respectively. 

C. Expression Recognition 
In comparison with the size of an original image, we can 

obtain small size coefficient matrix after curvelet transform. 
However, if we use these feature matrices directly, their 
dimensions are still very high. Therefore, in the stage of 
feature extraction, we first select the curvelet coefficients of 
different scales, then PCA and LDA are applied on the 
selected subbands, which further reduce and optimize the 
dimensions of image data. In classification stage, the kNN 
classifier is used for classification. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Datasets 
JAFFE database: The JAFFE database [8] contains 213 

gray images (256x256) of individual human subjects with a 
variety of facial expressions. In this database, 10 different 
Japanese female performed seven prototypical expressions: 
anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and neutral. We 
choose three samples per facial expression for each subject, 
and a total of 210 images. 

Cohn-Kanade database: The Cohn-Kanade database [1] 
contains video sequences of 97 subjects displaying distinct 
facial expression. We create a subset with 10 subjects for 
our experiments. All the subjects selected have six basic 
expressions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise. 
From every sequence for each expression of a subject, we 
select the last four frames as static gray images (640x490). 
So there are 240 total images in all.  

In JAFFE database, there are 30 samples for each 
expression. To verify the effectiveness of various methods 
with different numbers of training samples, we select 
randomly 10, 15, 20 and 25 images per expression for 
training, and the rest images are used for testing 
respectively. In Cohn-Kanade database, there are 40 
samples for each expression. Similarly, we select training 
samples and testing samples with the above method.   

B. Preprocessing 
All images from above-mentioned two data sets are 

cropped with expression region only and normalized to 
128x128 pixels with nearest-neighbor interpolation method. 
A few of cropped samples are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 
4. 

    (a)                            (b)                          (c) 

    (d)                            (e)                          (f) 
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Figure 3.  Cropped samples from JAFFE database 

 

Figure 4.  Cropped samples from Cohn-Kanade database 

C. Experiments 
In order to compare the performances based on the 

curvelet and wavelet coefficients, we extract respective 
decomposition coefficients in different frequency domains 
as features. Firstly, a 3-level wavelet decomposition using 
dauchebies 4 wavelet was performed for wavelet. The 
features we selected for such wavelet are low frequency at 
2-level, compact high frequency at 2-level and 3-level, 
diagonal high frequency at 2-level and 3-level. 

For every experiment with different selected features, the 
designed experiment is repeated 10 times, and the final 
recognition rate is the average accuracy with possible best 
dimension of PCA. 

 
Experiment 1: PCA, LDA with appearance pixel values 

and curvelet features 
  

In this section, we mainly compare the PCA and LDA 
performances by using the appearance pixel values and the 
curvelet features. The content of table 1 shows the 
respective performances with different numbers of training 
samples in JAFFE and Cohn-Kanade databases. One can 
find from table 1 that the PCA and LDA based on the 
curvelet features can achieve much better results.   

One knows that the number of PCA dimensions usually 
affects the recognition rates as PCA works on the image 
pixel values. We further test the mentioned seven methods 
in table 1 with different PCA dimensions from 10 to 100 
respectively when the number of training sample is 15. The 
result is shown in Figure 5. 

We can see from Figure 5 that the increase of the PCA 
dimensions can’t guarantee the improvement of the 
recognition rates accordingly. Also, PCA plus LDA based 
on the curvelet coefficients of low frequency can achieved 
better recognition rates in comparison to using the curvelet 
coefficients of detailed layers. Furthermore, it completely 
outperforms the PCA and LDA methods on image pixel 
values when using curvelet coefficients of low frequency 
and the first detailed layer. 
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Figure 5.  Recognition rate vs PCA dimension 

Experiment 2: Wavelet via Curvelet Comparisons 
 

In order to signal out the importance of curvelet transform 
over wavelet in facial expression recognition, we will design 
two schemes to compare the performances of LDA with 
extracted features from these two transforms.  The first one 
is to compare the best individual performance for each 
component after curvelet and wavelet transforms. We have 
done all the experiments on face images for these two 
databases and the same conclusion is obtained, i.e., the 
curvelet will achieve better much results. We can refer to 
table 1 in the part of experiment 1 for curvelet results and 
next we just list the performance using the wavelet features 
with the different number of training sample similarly in 
table 2. 

From the contrast of table 1 and table 2 we can clearly see 
that the curvelet features can achieve much better results 
than wavelet features on these two databases. In one hand, 
we find that using low frequency wavelet feature performs 
well relatively but still not exceeds the performance with the 
curvelet features of low frequency especially with fewer 
training samples. On the other hand, the performances 
received by curvelet features of detailed layers are all higher 
than wavelet features of high frequency.  

Next we will consider the recognition performances if we 
combine the low frequency information with different high 
frequencies in decompositions. We have done all the 
experiemnts on these two datasets of facial images and the 
same conclusion is obtained, i. e. the best result is achieved 
by curvelet transform with its detailed information 
combination. We list the results  in table 3 for JAFFE 
dataset and Cohn Kanade dataset. It can be seen that in all 
cases, the best perfromance is always achieved by curvelet 
transform. 
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TABLE I.  PCA, LDA PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 

No. of training sample                                               JAFFE                                                  Cohn-Kanada 
                 per expression                                   10           15           20            25                  10          15          20           25 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
          Curvelet LF+PCA+LDA                        79.79%    86.10%   91.43%   94.57%         89.00%   94.67%   96.58%   98.78% 
          Curvelet Detail 1(4)+ PCA+LDA          73.64%    83.33%   89.00%   91.71%         76.61%   86.40%   96.00%   97.89% 
          Curvelet Detail 1(8)+ PCA+LDA          75.79%    84.48%   89.43%   94.00%         80.78%   89.07%   95.17%   99.11% 
          Curvelet Detail 2(4)+ PCA+LDA          66.93%    79.71%   88.86%   91.43%         81.67%   90.33%   96.58%   97.89% 
          Curvelet Detail 2(8)+ PCA+LDA          70.71%    81.62%   89.00%   93.43%         84.17%   93.60%   96.00%   99.67% 
          PCA                                                     57.14%    69.42%   82.71%   88.86%         65.83%   76.93%   86.75%   96.33% 
          LDA                                                     72.71%    82.76%   90.14%   93.42%         86.89%   90.91%   93.46%   96.17% 

 

TABLE II.  THE PERFORMANCE OF WAVELET FEATURES ON TWO DATABASES  

No. of training sample                                                 JAFFE                                                 Cohn-Kanada 
                per expression                                    10            15          20           25                10            15          20            25 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
          Wavelet LF (2-level)                            75.43%   84.95%   92.43%    94.86%       87.39%    94.40%   96.38%   99.11% 
          Wavelet compact HF(2-level)               50.57%   61.80%   65.71%   74.00%        71.17%    82.60%   88.00%   93.44% 
          Wavelet compact HF(3-level)               62.64%   74.38%   80.14%   87.71%        72.44%    81.87%   90.17%   94.11% 
          Wavelet diagonal HF(2-level)              41.75%   48.57%   53.71%    54.86%        67.78%   78.07%   86.03%   90.78% 
          Wavelet diagonal HF(3-level)              46.05%   52.76%   60.14%    63.43%        67.72%   76.06%   81.08%   84.66% 

 

TABLE III.  THE PERFORMANCES FOR CURVELET AND WAVELET WITH DIFFERENT COMBINATION OF FREQUENCIES. 

No. of training sample                                              JAFFE                                                 Cohn-Kanada 
                per expression                                   10           15          20           25                 10           15           20            25 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
          Wavelet LF +compact LF (2-level)       76.07%   84.29%   88.43%   93.43%       88.11%   95.13%   97.33%    97.67% 
          Wavelet LF +compact LF (3-level)       75.86%   84.95%   87.43%   90.00%       87.94%   94.78%   96.50%    98.44% 
          Wavelet LF +diagonal LF (2-level)       74.21%   83.52%   88.71%   91.14%       85.83%    94.40%   97.33%   97.78% 
          Wavelet LF +diagonal LF (3-level)       74.21%   83.71%   88.71%   94.29%       86.72%    93.93%   96.25%   98.11% 
          Curvelet LF +Detail 1(4)                      78.36%   86.48%   92.86%   96.57%       88.33%   96.07%   97.41%   99.11% 
          Curvelet LF +Detail 1(8)                      77.07%   85.52%   92.57%   94.29%       90.67%    95.67%   96.58%   99.22% 
          Curvelet LF +Detail 2(4)                      77.50%   87.14%   91.43%   94.57%       88.67%    95.47%   97.58%   98.67% 
          Curvelet LF +Detail 2(8)                      77.29%   87.62%   90.43%   95.14%       91.28%    95.33%   97.33%   98.78% 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Curvelet is an effective analytical method with multi-

resolution, band pass and directions that are considered as 
three characteristics the “optimal” image representation 
should have from the perspective of biological point of 
view. It is recognized that the curvelet transform has better 
capability to represent image features than wavelet 
transform. Motivated by these observations, we proposed a 
new feature extraction technique using the curvelet 
transform and then use LDA method to recognize facial 
expressions. Extensive experiments have been conducted on 
two benchmark datasets and the experimental results show 
that the curvelet features can achieve much better results by 
using LDA compared to the wavelet features and pixel 
values. 

There are two observations from the results of this paper. 
One is that the detailed information in the curvelet can 

present the images quite well and LDA can achieve much 
better result just based on such features. The other 
observation is that the curvelet has much better capability in 
characterize the features of images in low resolutions, which 
we did not present the results here due to space limitation. 
In the future, we will investigate how to use these curvelet 
features in other applications, like face recognition, object 
detection and surveillance.  

Also the investigators in [17] used the wrapping curvelet 
to tackle the face recognition issue and we will explore such 
curvlet for facial expression recognition. 
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